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2014 marked the 900th anniversary of  the founding 

of  the  Scottish Episcopal Church Diocese of  Moray 

and the 150th anniversary of  the uniting of  the 

Dioceses of  Moray, Ross and Caithness.  

Celebrations took place across the United Diocese, 

culminating in an anniversary service at St Andrew’s 

Cathedral in Inverness on 27 September.  Prior to 

that service each congregation had been send a 

blank square of  fabric with the request that they 

decorate it in any way they wished, to represent their 

community.  At the service the squares were joined 

together into a banner.  Later, Bishop Mark decided 

that so much work had been put into each of  the 

squares that the banner ought to be remade into a 

more permanent piece.  This booklet is a record, in 

pictures, of  the making of  that banner. 
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At the beginning of August, blank squares  were cut, hemmed 

and eyelets hammered in.  They were sent out to 42 

congregations and the next time I saw the squares was at 

Inverness Cathedral on 27 September.  They were handed 

over at the start of the Anniversary Service then joined 

together into a banner which was presented at the offertory. 



Kate, Amy and Katrina busy with cable ties and garden poles. 



40 squares were brought to the cathedral, joined together, 

and carried up the aisle at the offertory procession 





The last 2 squares arrived a few days after the service.  Once 

they were attached I took this picture of all 42 Squares before  

dismantling the whole thing and laying them out again on 

sheets of cotton twill 



The banner was 

remade in two 

halves.  Here is Ali 

sewing the top half 

then Kate pinning 

squares onto the 

bottom half. 



We had to borrow the village hall to have enough space to 

assemble the new version of the banner.  This was the first 

time we laid it out, complete with Ali’s lettering. 



More pinning, then we 

added a backing sheet 

and wadding and 

prepared to stitch the 

whole thing together. 



Front and back were 

hand tied to keep 

everything together and 

prevent the wadding 

slipping.  The finished 

banner was hung up for 

the first time between 

wardrobe doors, but it 

needs somewhere 

higher! 



The Squares 
 

 

 

Such a variety . . . . . . . . .. 

 

In alphabetical order by place. 













































The completed banner 




